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player hiss or now respond

i untitled
always my head

that train

my great as of the Old

she Amtrak

still masses...

but why is drugs eating for breakfast

I pix of Amsterdam with star is an

era

but I understood...

measure chair...
-blame by way Clock bootstraps

orange seen lately?

recorder missing

bootstraps?
-don’t what an up by your am the olden listen to a cassette in
storage

afraid to write to meter

Charles Derber so people of New York

to romanticize bootstraps?
-** 1 **

wonder... is she right? Is she right?
great grandparents

music

8:29:15

she said something to the divorced from home

The do cheese a tomato, or eggs, of intellectualism pictures of to you
ride back and

** 2 **



countries find what it they please...

quick cardiograms ago



ii nostalgia

Tasted good

I still I love

cds of poets

secret an has done

or bands and tea
what’s in “party

and pins protests
marches of pace highway

listened lines

that’s nose off

hate to drive on

but and Brian

my and coffee lost always of
lefty papers
on Koch
work

as my favorite:

chapter on myth as well

to in days

think of

the still

never taken

daze on the old hard now

software and want to a

and record your thought
it different remember
wouldn’t have lasted and to and fro...
AM drive work player
hiss or now respond –

** 3 **

iii 10/03/03
feared we’ll have to
the

half rising

in would
to some or some

fun lack not pull yourself

have is

Lack of

my brother and quickly to others,

for days but can’t have life
or do I

debase

or home

“climate control...? Burnside Avenue...

go to school saw reading movie

or have has bootstraps took

my Jane Addams author of agree,

ask for truck

was we serve Fellows!

Talk of way home

get PM

Had the weather matter, you wanted a you

don’t have any heartbeat

need to create the rise of speaking,

I admit, I ten years later in hull housealmost read
that they as ye answered bread brother
crying and by said, alert... seen lately?
What if aesthetic” of voice
are boxes pixies
** 4 **



in the olden

too many
listen forth

iv that one may!

Or what to few had a folder

the worry about one read out

Old English



voice without permission
fun everyone read past...

travel and what my own library

oriented...

--

know where I’m of hour fun, we’ll blamed
it on celebrity of or not the cd, others cd and
travel

not at work just old

just archive I admit,

I am makers and beaches

mp3

I love

American pix girls

--

** 5 **

yellow! – what movie museums... now I

cinema

a bit anti-social

world steeped in paranoia

days

love old and why were now

would we the commuter rail

when I asphyxiated to a cassette

and distance and write and do

a Harvard going

--

asking a go

of...
monks

** 6 **



the govt is cutting

are a little more spry...

hexadecimal beat



pizzicato sounds sallow one hit surrounded by the sea
man equable feast infest pharmacology of 1944 style diners
another last around as we have been
now lots are tired
keep derived from great fire
say you had been there driving hallow cult i’m free dunn caspian to ask, circus attraction
key to the women’s bathroom? SET STANCE rapt and mirth
to conclude at in I suppose light bulbs have feta
and olvies and spinach birthday
retroactive episode and the
single factorial newsprint of incantations

** 7 **

a position on

a social solitaire

not loss

want violence witness to memory sanitarium add this
look around the room or I wouldn’t know a black or loss victim
I want what you

those who

deny security as continuum
who are you?

don’t like no guns
about loss

will not touch do not resuscitate

don’t play video games only reward for

to talk no crime

more myth

every platform flip flop

out every window

pink look down at feet

some are secure

remember a beach

just want to

of mine and yours

a standing room of who did not save for being...

** 8 **



you

to do battle with new are not and

just really don’t understand

the difference

every wall

pebble beach remember

measure position

ye opponent

social fight for and towards or



nowhere fast

lavender does play -- filed lilac trace all existence
and mine meet we were and miss love
way fourth over it
thievery corporation
big before of another stubborn to money his green in happenstance
want
and of july and be...

rely on

hold your

-- to back a foster child -I of sick of one society
fails sound maps crazywe wish
down everybody fill -- wrong?
compiled the off of to way road breaks broken down highway
want to stand over hills of this certain point
you on a tree too existence hand and is adventurous
I repeat
all fast get and country, repeat beat with
declassify
wish you... hardly pause another
big words that radio check box them to ponder
a knife a two check and still filled which stands tax credit
-- in the getting it something in nameyour town
nowhere of words and play defiled and own
field be a one

be abandoned

** 9 **

Labels
1 - Calm
wind late june july knitting crochet book along like a halo she
should have lead a workshop
but my stuff for all I know – I
get
after person not profession –

would like to
like

I full of lead
could have

she strung stuff
or he not claim fucking work

boat bobbing on the water...
notebook not seasick but cold from
Reading Now: small children -- resentment against the start
preaching politics
how war is wrong
for on this
spot
every time bush drops the hook:
“the war on terror”
shaker village named

we were hoping for dirt on other
matters...

** 10 **





2 - Vitamin G
Places rich and how they got there -- backsliding financial -ground round number thinking of math little cost could
bomb a bomb shell atoll on an island reading style really wonderful...
Music California Great! --

america falsehood was sophomoric

calendar face braced with wind I did see new phone cry you
-- perhaps this is a won’t, I would get too
reactionary rescue fantasy did I ever have any of
those when I was a fresh against the kitchen kid exhibited
abnormal behaviour too smart for my own good -- I have
always remember some tangible object rip me off any day
chastise hence air soft now:
afraid of things
hippies still
exist farm hill stand cover aghast exhaust she and been in
the world – rooms: states: CT, books park in on table – he
said that was so august
a book and wow world word
cascade counter make subject header me title date stood
ironic name –

baby

** 11 **

3 - Reactionary
swimsuit get paranoid tax evaders old runner header footer
subject matter read the news murder and slaughter 2001
want for better weather purple starfish way out there garlic laid
mushrooms fallen Bernadette Mayer and he and I around –
nothing working
name names like her hers too,
to,
also love to theme things stolen from me
he gets to buy agetting stolen from my room
nope too shattered

you a people abyss fragile

like Memory were a masking tape
adults and ferries and bridges over vast water have never
bus lie ferries wanted song northwest Portland Oregon
or... Seattle remember...
feel words as if I am months behind miss west three hours behind time clichÈ relative no
relative of mine save mother
everyone begging for a signature
make you forget
Subject:

** 12 **



I say it does matter, what do you think?

footprint

on one no not one on

a thin cable to walk on between the two buildings–



she say breathe she say he start
the
predictor,
earth...

** 13 **

out/in of routine

the shallowest in on a lot of Americans.” he added that many go back to work
people were helped by freaks visit poets every day strive to week not you may
soundtrack or care if you know my terror “had we not taken out culture”
used do not
of is not care unorthodox don’t I did act, the pushed through trust which is
congress. as many as 1.5 last names don’t come \ dying only initial convert the masses
no but my favorite in strife in around not recession the only of miracle the schedule
what is recession
was one of hide further what to for it would on a work be out / in
have been longer, and hunger small town hire find on / of ten minutes of
the verge of rhubarb and be is a lot of americans” do beauty? some a lapse everyone of
higher a job. instead, because we -- anniversaries terror readings butter on palm we
i always genderless.
invite it all lasts been in a deeper pancakes mom says
recession. last name agive months dead democrats trust the lot to time
problem, on bush AP photo expressing the tax cuts he way don’t believe
strawberries is coffee million americans who lost power
only use a word
John Coltrane saint pie
say do something modern economic have some ice cream
history.” “action,” the president said, “this economy would peanut no longer
have and turn workers, bush said, “The up cigarettes and o wear my fun
never recession was hard used don’t know who enough yet...
underground to evangelical say talk
ride horses was hard
i for the johnsons to teeth secret name and joke and eat that
harshest attacks weddings and the to work this morning would have been you believe but how
sympathy for unemployed johnsing
grinding my strike read the news to something
different works
“the crave and take away this...

** 14 **



windows make so many days

seem longer was it then
ask me phone does play
here another room and touch another
she does glance



-wish skirt cotton
downstairs annoyed
said we all are
watch me
nails drift
bless books
round couch nervous
a word
palate
a skid you wonder insert
plate
-chick do and click and now receive
a list he does
we humming years
studio explained
head half-naked
normalcy survive hammering in
many walking
italics in
not yet and as guitar states of being
you catch there always upon in hand and hours
rest slope signals
wakeful is always a you
and how rented rooms to seem long ago
** 15 **

shirt tail collar was dries upon a stiff autopsy
to make you feel
better canvas in meet of sunlight
damaged he upon the road
first hidden shameful
bold underline paint draw
want a you in there we didn’t
upon
put on brakes
now I to be
made pillow to sleep
star pronoun hour
-a ray a my a first fear of discover

** 16 **



as above see below

lionelle villanelle almost a sonnet
he says some rhyme
sitting on a park bench talking
to ones self or what it seems
so tired
last time it rained
failure notice out ex’d me I win



failure to see non negative space
let’s talk about space in a poem
and how it lingers staggers back
how not to use pronouns when
writing just now
cold coffee must be the sipping from the straw
parse it down to a grain
an original ordinary
plain old peanut

or just the hull...

** 17 **

RE: to start playing dirty

** 18 **



Re: and why a lot of christians play bingo

hawks on wax off rock spatter
ATTENTION studio mix music
dj mike lover case WERE
WALL
so-and-so
sing sinatra
and stack of
we really
not invited ajax wax horse stories
UNIQUE
ampersand cut scissors
in strips of four
even
COMMON
number
drew blood took notes chart career



PORTRAY POUND AS A ...
elevators and the pressing of buttons
click of jaw tight round up

hear
poor people,
scoop them up-

--

** 19 **

old native woman once said SEX
take pictures
more motive night repetitive
BULLSHIT AND BEAR CLAWS
candle and he sought after
find our obsession
moat boat
SEXUAL REVOLT
floats and be a raft upon the water...
THE COMMON LEADS THE COMMON

emulate me immolate

already a medea sea burning

photographs Desmond Tutu
jazz & silent movies

remain firm!
Middletown CT 1990

UNIQUE
--

** 20 **



travel witness russian poets

–

before all of you
were was a tropical rainforest

too say to host...
BURIED DESIRES



what over became of Iraqi poets?

Stained glass
Windows
THE PSYCHOLOGY OF SEDUCTION
WHAT SAYETH, PROPAGANDA?

Somerville 10 hills and
want to be

ring over horizon mis read got lucky read into it breaks kid nodded
COMMON
law of averages
were a pater
NORMAL

don’t ask

about
ATTITUDES
BE ABLE TO

don’t mean
** 21 **

college connection sunglasses
in this word as I’ve armed you
warned even!

IN WOODS
broads-brook been entitled
SHIT
CHOOSES
stipulations sanctions and what were a sparkle of
on wounded knee

** 22 **



bow and take a rest...

Re: an only child...

were it tattooed on my forearm
joke
penchant for some things & not for others
noun, vegetable or bitter pill
renown to know who before you die
they get their own casket quotation marks around the poor
& the syntax
tone
build a manual



but the greeks beat us to it years ago I think
while drinking Scottish beer in British Columbia
while smoking a cigarette
while writing in my notebook
think:Victoria bc has London buses double decker says we have so we ask
tourist bits while a pander of knowledge
name drop places as br& names
and you see the real meaning...

** 23 **

Re: arm tied behind my back

sergeant major corporal corp habeas corpus
the heart o coeur coo like a pigeon promise 50k for college
lies what lies tell a lie answer a cop with a lie

** 24 **



Re: Army’s Suicide Rate



has out over an age the last adventures think age
an email to soda machine they say we email to even mist
again
oh padre & what do I think
about living in Somerville? Side Experts Alarmed
read the news of
then talk age verbophobia
searching for that Bolsheviks in boy -- two years ago in SF I was...
over an
as in father as in drowsy we were during the Clinton
say pop here pop pop as in soda of do not
keep describing haze for what it is bathroom poster cool tiled
quit smoking s young owe
floor sick remember wander & caption of a gun

** 25 **

Re: to start playing dirty

their own taxi maybe the democrats have Gertrude Stein
someone sez to a red clamp U.S. Soldier Iraqi Interpreter Killed
ugly lady in Baghdad does one get almost say good and evil
just stuff people do and the news in prison? Explain killing
one driver non plussed could now and here to start playing dirty
poem for today I fixture rapt attention skate along is the
difference will do eyes for a soft city...

** 26 **





Re: ken, regained control

schism read as re...gained
zygotes homeostasis collector cue
must be the eastern seaboard
how wacky
dodd dulcet dull as governor
fond antiquary miasma
acid x vb

name drugs I like

dietary insincere champ delphine at the temple
name bar: o’callaghan mambo always an o in there
cultivate badinage [bandage] [bad image] hearten
heathen know some people
who don’t understand dylan
or dykes for that matter
dish monstrous mayst wendy ok yeah sure whatever love bernadette mayer
proctor aristocrat live like one pauper status o dickens
always love a writer

** 27 **

scuba differentiate snorkel diving off miami o flori-day name palm trees and
alan name for an ice cream
casteth baneberry drowse hear a laugh hear a smell of
to hear some one called
unilateral burro donkey saw it in person

churchman

saw the movie
petted the kangaroo...
-screw malaprop misanthrope
all this theory tim be reading the wrong things
the french not taken seriously
and why not war no justice covary momentum electrocardiogram
sacre coeur accent on walking up and down

subway

metro

je pense que public transportation
hear laughing

stray coaster sway

dungeon insufferable peaceful syrup umbrella alcmena masculine or feminine
tired tough ain’t gonna break me a vowel number
verbe in there arbre arbor
to lend itself to
remember outside
** 28 **



smoking

recognize

tube

four cop cars and two stray cats
strolled by my house last night...



** 29 **

Re: the communist party

alive and well in Somerville
tree husk corn and talk

to be

a saint among men
and thou

** 30 **



Re: Of Value

and I have seen countdown talk rhetoric float basin poverty
and what cut across the grass instead of outside bar and what one they have away
the long ball to remembered album title you write narrow
enjoy the coup the farce fire hydrants everywhere



a had in it

what is going margins hearing that kind of countdown talk rhetoric float basin poverty travel
from village to
florida saw on billboard wears a beach hat walking across mass
flec politics slogan jargon coins or turn him away

stay for a while watch wrist

If instead so far months held a perfect work hard of being a small one a part of
the market
going burn
going roxy
going attenuation
going beautiful

** 31 **

for what purpose?

** 32 **



reading material
being clean

pure

we never in a tool

a blow up



globe bubbles find people waves at to get cold
I start tightlipped sleeps with light on
to say name month
you guess it’s Scalapino
How The Other Half Lived: an ethnic war march in October Washington DC
name wonder harder ago drive around and see Amtrak
rides desert a send sds soa
life by an acronym star
staring at her freckles battle lose all time majesty to curb you
ever seen that were a sight dear, driving a state of pause to
hurt and cautious repeat word soundtrack

poems to had over

with rent of only twenty dollars
going to stop/start pause
button record this you call
-- the one good thing about be softened see pattern rigor mortis sets
labels and such fear of being chewed to a t the x i miss you
life
what in
order to hide
from it
** 33 **

-- newsprint recycle alcatraz in sane is LOBA
-– a bad track record name of michael broken leg years expenses
explain poverty define or hymns last –
Considering how exaggerated music I start out in
grey

new

out the way of to be
no grey
scale

who don’t see Buttons
– Gertrude Stein perhaps this is –
to get a news and know of little
riding horses on the moors
we love
makes all the difference chill hand drum and the late nights
walking to the...
refine the statement deny of pleasure you ask
relapse on my expense San Francisco
I tell this story over and was a week...
a fair amount of bears oh canada
remember trip long taken ago
of that sort overlooking the golden the ocean all day I did
so longsomething

moments on earth -- a split in the clouds

what to wear in the morning a lot of much lazier now
myself included watch between Road and Rail in the American Century
kept losses out of the hold of cold -- walking in out sharp corners
need to

Getting There: The Epic struggle

banner rewind stop fast forward to see now Hartford
get a head start cut funding
** 34 **



dilemma of 12 the number



flashbacks of an earlier age...
Reading List: Tender up spit out –
remember anthologies floating window pass cars trolleys old
and History of the Old East side and South End of cold
I start to get insular hibernating a cd gate bridge
and just see is your suggestion
no one says now we’ve elapsed time
now The World of you
have walked and there could see how one
could walk
and LIFT when in color...

** 35 **

bc you asked

do you like the dark?
way walk into came varies -- the cable company call the same excited pressure to something -- and all the
waitresses
and why anti-intellectualism we have this in
isn’t really have to
I have you

found new phone in pace place do I have to state my kale

that is the problem the bar and of all possibilities dress the life for me

certain heeled shoes do not -- special something
trappists of outrageous fortune
lost movies to make the first move bar and sometimes bore holes
pregnant pause

they you could square name after keening

with the she and he to overhear want lines -- pick up taste smell goodbyes that’s where say to hold sway black
-- congealed together
language comes

** 36 **



we is how I want it



tried better upon clear my throat of passion

be clear bar vinyl and wear fennel

playboy me an arrow

We all the set up one table I want scent and toil the line
I object
Just a little sarcasm people...
coming out I say a want like yours it matters swimming

just to claim lag heartbreak or another dichotomy and park Kenmore square ain’t what it like it but enough
Hawaii third generation and the sun shines over all looks -- a fresh love another -- I remember you

can make all the difference artifacts pills -- meat or another common
have one just into patterns date a course it unknown
she is the hiss in your split a position area 4 today oh, sharks not that you’ll find me...

say goodbye

common and yet rodeo we are and wish like
have a cut a dealer leather and high I’ll be back in 15 minutes...
call question or does I bond yet revealed no dialogue
well upon the water

you

and fear of and is touch is all of incantations

bloodstone allston brighton she’s a boy talking about which Duboce Triangle and Marxism -- I and imagine
not to do so much and parse ear
vacant subject topic theme and tiny print in my down everything
** 37 **

missive attempt massive attack oh conform overt to please of I See Words hear area ariel
to

I a bar cell into the bandwagon

saw yet can’t respond

used to be white loaded no more

are supposed to sign art in the other -- memories us the water
fenway in the world boat out on
bite my ear
be

** 38 **



try
a person who walks into light

you dress never known

you are want

I was being negative



the sea you could say it the draft? -- could not see through a find common use sports content scare away
know ads adverbs advertisements tearsheets -- can talk book of... -- evil laugh -- and about glove linger longer
all you want great space between abbreviate during early manuscripts before computer before -- and when I
was berating the news creating the news wide go look her up -- abolish and be abolished have the typewriter
of Royal days manual left out sheets paper and paper and what is left of man young marker down along the
breakers the sea whom and who the god of poetry the is to say approach level or steps prefer to seek or the
sea you could say it speakers she linger longer text bottom high and low beg to differ style of and who book
keep as evidence young straw hat wonder think service love money and service to see as continuum Sarah
calls to me -- and laugh that

** 39 **

Depression? Buy tourniquet!

wage an abstract construct
owned by only trying this
what does it mean
book largesse stars in size
apartment blue fan
honest four noble truths
metaphor for could see
the touch meta seeks together?
exhausted -

or beat on the patience

die
media fear rain

add a why

create big and source code and one down again
new stripped of york:
a few working nowhere
a lot working nowhere once again
encompassing treat
another plug go stirred debate and
discuss off -- we could we were a couple of minimum massive
deflection class again of sur notches to just
Hannah Wiener sees words
cannot warfare a fear
meaning of a new day
quote about growing challenged shining
news sings bridging?
left lost the promise oh don’t choke!

** 40 **





Holiday Roast

in the lower

for what purpose?

standing persons
cross bar in three
they whisper - respect your great
i won’t argue
a part came
freshness the first
flew over
raised and lowered
when the stormsher arms around...
here the writer
rested his chinlofty and special
comedy by which
forsaken provincial places
artfully carved
there was much
at how changed
** 41 **

and everyone except
said she would

callous already
while the open
began telling
and in peace
shaken with tears
through the vent pane
they once referred
anticipating an imminent...

** 42 **



reasons for such

Re nodded the woeful I
for Stephanie Young
and cigarette on the cuts
remember
talking



about voting lee front of picture
book sand books
from ken lately woe, we were
a button front porch
oh canada
see spam in there chip slapstick
san francicso miss heard
world onto the st
peters rainbow select a tax
what is government’s role
possession of
possessive kiss kiss
make you still hear rain
window rhombic
idiot sand leaves fall in an hour
repertoire banshee agree she...
** 43 **

there was a dream sequence

black mt school
son
francisco call
ice skating embarcadero
spanish latino population
were remaindered causeway looseleaf
pillow shot & memory of
spam machine remember tins of
cheap o super Mercado
thurber maxims
go wrong take a nap hear
heartbeat
crinkle in vest
like shoes
cathy hawaii o botanical museum
wadsworth
echemical
said he
move pin ball
who a suicide
ripped pages from old newspapers
and you-

** 44 **



at length

accent -- assent -- ascent
she was a star
she was a be turned, too, also
you ran numbers around me heaven
hearing about land of the fast
keep at bay at ending -- wanted to be...
but this is wonder is wonder watch how
your lips move in here wanting saved and isn’t that –
what she said nice you abreast of say situation
say causality must have liked you choose and to be chosen
say we go now to flower off the dock, the boats...
to say blue at length travel keeping –
upon stay away from years on end she...
longed for were are now
an old story to coin in there
the drawer...
a baby cries and ponder the circumstances
can’t almost...
can submit your own sick of wonder again and –
be another respite a foreign almost stop right
seeks its mother spell check checked again –
need a you need electric -- is it sharp beat pat gyre
retroaction and noun in there longtime cookbook colors
and strenuous not a sure fire thing we are at rest and he...



** 45 **

register to vote

travel in circles

how quaint

good reading a complement

get Sunday substart way back when morning ran car window
driving back thinking federal versus state
entice smoke old I remember others,
tried to

she gender stamp gaskets -- worst jobs but what

were my greatest?
to like down the 80s, it sits in blood of whom I didn’t get to talk
we should have to suggest and formalize a policy, register
to vote, thinking lean my arm on the looking for: translation

still if that’s a word in the logic throw around blue book
described received a poor education passive active verb too

say hello to all and a moat sight missed tried to touch
he holder -- to be laid out on the page spread she said
almost more to choose from
** 46 **



I have decided I main name love verb the way doing a very
good job to love the sex -- the mere mention of -- I do
remember nukes

liked the cow give it to my mother



want instead or what I anyway -- he some north end you
did meander to yes to say no castles around -- I missed
storytelling
have luck open
suspects solely

light

milk

steer plenty write

not say that bars its officers from stopping
grit my teeth

Fred Lane

reading
but tell me what I to town eire city which canoes around cares
who sees what know knows who maim and cigarette bought

another to quit not on the basis of race. -- make a list
tanktop

mother

wish skirt cotton bury my head in

to know

what other people low income housing Chuck points out
Massachusetts New Hampshire sate to this evening, early
morning late risers to state satiate some cute girls at these
events -- much for what does blue strange towns
Detroit a moat things day I probably was

-- sex factor
** 47 **

kept eyeing pretty a frame pix for the Russian French and
English present as WTIC AM of Hartford driving up 93 lack of
direction want to do to sound a call
Lawsuit

( edit )

not assume & Frisk

They didn’t like pronouns – possession

Dan Bouchard missed the reading,

a few New York City Police

Department have agreed to think...

I was memories resoundly trump and ask et tu je suis you have
shoe factory cure all for anything to rather do care

-- Friday, September 19th, 2003 NYPD Settles “Stop did, groped I felt like I’d been groped all
I do not think I’m smart to smoke another the sand
English dictionary bilingual vocab sounds float around
rolling thunder come youngster scenester old hipster call
and be called worked in a we

love context to see the end

near wrote hand writing carbon letterpress obsess about
fonts I love-

** 48 **





[Anti-Euridipe]

I see a door. Hole. Window. Sun. No. Achieves the difficult task, translation emotional
encounter “carrion creature” and for that, inheritance, she invokes (perceptive visitor, huddled
over the fire, I know the script, the shape of this muse is a letter)...
for that label venture muse
Wait and watch for the on
we

a houseboat in Venezuela

were missing come back,
of this I feel sure.

You and it but six months bc no one life which the hindus
have

s/he did went screaming into the woods

but came and tim, publish their poems, scoop them up,

** 49 **

myself, it’s true not know a Hope, do I?
meet get scraps, token female at readings, said mountains
had dialect did notice most of amble enough

** 50 **



Win psychic are tempted, new york city and environment.Tried roof top off pop and heady
theory always pushing. That is almost funny, she must, identity with mockery, “I am a
woman of pleasure.” The end is inevitable. So says a capital letter of a name. She has
named and look forward to traveling on a warm summer day...



scoop them up

still to walk to the hospital muse of for centuries termed “Maya,”
that
is and in

-

the that

-

beautiful world over for me to, too, also

Ours is the lopsided, the incomplete world.
it will be possible on diatribe orderly polo is the 8 pm on now sky
over head

wanted to write something will do so. Only remember

that you here deducible

my people

have given me still more, intellectual we say
wandering tells me anything about muses and heroines
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She loves you but she might be lying. No. Not. Always worried about what the poets think.
Speak.The son of a sea-goddess. Remember the 80s, the 70s, and some title of an album.
Sitting on the floor guitar in ground pool where sheProphesy. A
femme noire of antiquity.

Ida Craddock

Do not grieve, does that mean read Comp

liked

wandered how do the names pop up?
branches filled expansion see hear

wish borrowed books we no loyalty thinking
correct nada no hartford hospital 9 years old hole
in real, the

objective, the material world. the music

6 train up north transfer to we used : evildoer
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allstate dwelt standard discord cult asphalt



barraged with getting my ass kicked hocked in Australia dancing

duty undeterred by calls

to strive to be amiable and loving

even the grave, believe me, is far so. I do not know whether

to abide in purity, not merely moral purity, but there and shall know
the time dread smoking tower two diatribe marlboro

as clearly as we do here,

only one more lung already bruised even abandoned
I believe

contemplate sports master no gods of trees before me
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Were a record, love.. And I can best sleep at night ... and I can best sleep at night.... Let
my heard be filled with peace. What is that little bird staring out the window? Were a
strange to me. An epic voyage.
To travel and come back. Broken. Metaphor. To
be viable. Win. Divine Origin.The Ovary Lottery...

overhead

expecting a call rushed off bitter as I am nyc capital wish were socialist
what I shall meet in to miss new york miss something different
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Aconite† Anemone†Pretensions Poisonous flowers dying on the still...



art book, or: can’t you take a joke

obsess about not gold 22 mine off internet not trust the may
have forgotten these, I dear, dear earth...
the world beyond self-ease. Number 5. a friday

pictures lost email muse nothing see
a tiny boat out on the horizon mention again that-
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Stand out for the on, were hilted.

See, she did and why can’t I, linger for, sequester, miss

the position, sister, eleventh and market, were a cross road, miss my heavenly bridegroom,
downhill ever since, were twisting, and she approached, so conscious of, farming out, span,
measure the distance if you stand over there...

magic marker

people like mark de madres how jew plant don’t know why
named return to you; but if I-

public library some guy standing on mane been taking pix
post office trips at each other as individuals

just 70s and who was to spell the sword behind every conversation
no tutor no any source. 2. Be self-controlled and If I do
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a piece of cake am going to give them here again
president pragmatist suffer cream acme of tigers tunic off
internet news 1. Do your daily earthly leads to clearness--
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Save often,

learned that laptop, slag sheila, shrub, and what would god say and

she’d say, everyone loves a sticker at a protest march,
these ties, challenge and defiance, last sin attended

years and years echo and forget
for past tense as in one after the

other, I say there is only one desire...

in al a mode

that is about the stars in Australia physical cleanliness; and repeat
so many stevens can, I for that label venture in which we to-day live.
This earth illusion.

My people assure me that

theirs took malaise in a camera
Fillmore 4 5 by ambulance remember escorted me to mediumship
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Were waiting early bird special seven of nine
cost benefit analysis

function isle tissue were a space between hind

present venture caption guest traveling for so many years
publish Newton threw apple over there
poisoned they broke

a loud voice

writing my own book

gun retrieved



drank lemonade

lest to understand than to repeat... aid en tepid water and a

powdered mix

from time it highest

4. Avoid selfish seeking of
As you news Damocles
and other evening
oakwood donate
paranoid pig essential

more real and substantial
than is this world

lack of

caring of anyone
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no masters I heard that day. 3. a maxim in print doesn’t mean takes pace place permeates everywhere
general living which for clear
to be conscious of the x the I of life going coin silver must try to keep

the five rules the four noble truths freedom from prejudice; think clearly.
not the table taking pictures of pictures in an tally
babe essential

soon back bc of coyotes

we wanted io bio graphic ally donate america
anyone bored of martyrs these days

jocular times frequency

already travel can’t camel
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give it back to whom ever

see the scene in my head
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